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Introduction
Thirty to forty million Americans are at risk of eviction due to the COVID-19
fueled economic crisis,1 but the roots of this housing precarity extend
beyond the economic insecurity caused by the pandemic. The American
housing market in the past decade has been marked by the crisis of housing
affordability and growing homelessness, while housing prices and profits in
real estate have skyrocketed. After Wall Street’s gambling forced nearly 10
million households into foreclosure in the aftermath of the 2008 crisis, the
financial industry took advantage of a devastated housing market to reap
massive profits. The 2008 crisis was fueled by the financialization of housing
(i.e. transforming housing into speculative financial products) and in its wake,
financialization has only increased.2 Today’s crisis is creating new opportunities
for the financial industry to advance further into the housing market, deepening
housing insecurity in the short and long term. This is both harmful to renters
and dangerous to the stability of the housing system as a whole and requires
alternative thinking much beyond the confines of market orthodoxy.
Sadly, the federal government has done little to address this looming eviction
crisis and offer meaningful protections for renters. Instead, the CARES Act
provides a number of loopholes for corporate landlords and financial investors
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behind the financialization of housing. These corporate landlords have a
record of exacerbating housing insecurity. In 2016, the Federal Reserve of
Atlanta found that large, corporate landlords were up to twice as likely to file
evictions in their region compared with small-scale landlords.3,4 Today, some
of the largest private equity landlords are filing evictions even as the COVID-19
pandemic continues to threaten communities nationwide.5
But we can still avert this crisis: both the imminent wave of evictions and
homelessness and the long-term crisis of housing financialization and
insecurity are not inevitable. To do so requires abolishing the incentives
and legal loopholes that enable the financial industry to turn housing into
a product for profit extraction. More importantly, it also requires us to put
in place alternatives that bring us closer to decommodified housing that is
permanently affordable and under the control of residents and communities.

Everything is not fine, and this is a renter’s crisis
The memories of the post-2008 wave of foreclosures are still fresh for many
people. In contrast to post-2008, business media in the current crisis has
touted the stable payments on home mortgages and forbearance opportunities
as evidence of the stability of the housing market. Yet all the indicators point
the other way: not only are we on the verge of a terrible housing crisis, but its
first victims will be renters.
How the pandemic and the ongoing economic crisis will remake the housing
market remains unpredictable, but one trend seems certain: the rising
indebtedness for renters. By July, an estimated $21.5 billion was owed in
back rent, and more than a quarter of renters nationwide did not pay rent in
July.6 According to the Census Bureau’s Household Pulse Survey, more than
8 million households were still behind on rent in October, and 25% of renters
reported little or no confidence they could make next month’s payment.7
Moody’s Analytics estimates that rent debt could reach $70 billion by the end
of 2020 absent any intervention.8
This mounting debt only adds to the financial stress renters already face.
Compared to homeowners, renters have lower levels of income and savings.9
A typical renter had only $800 in cash savings in 2016, at a time when
unemployment was one-third of its present level.10 Even before the pandemic,
nearly half of America’s 43 million renters faced rent burdens in excess of 30%
of their monthly income, and a quarter spent more than 50% of their income
on rent every month.11 Since the start of the pandemic, many cash-strapped
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renters have turned to credit-cards to cover the rent.12 In other words, renters
had little financial cushion to begin with, and their situation has only grown
more precarious in the pandemic. Moreover, because rentership and rent
burden is disproportionately high in Black and brown communities, these
groups are most vulnerable to indebtedness and eviction.
Forbearance options have been extended to homeowners, including landlords,
but renters have only received piecemeal and temporary eviction protection
orders. The Center for Disease Control’s (CDC) recent “eviction moratorium,”
with its difficult to navigate and enforce guidelines,13 will likely still leave many
renters vulnerable. Since it requires tenants to state that they will pay back
all rent that is due, back rent is likely to become a years-long debt burden
for renters. Already, organizers are reporting to us that strapped tenants are
paying rent with pay-day loans, cash advances on credit cards, personal loans,
and by pawning goods.
In comparison to renters, a smaller share of homeowners are facing housing
insecurity, at least for the time being. House prices are continuing to rise
owing to strong demand, cheap credit, and limited supply coupled with
relatively unchanged financial realities for high income earners.14 But a wave
of foreclosures may be just over the horizon, especially for homeowners with
mortgages held by private lenders. As of mid-July, 8% of all mortgages (four
million mortgages) nationwide were in forbearance.15,16

Private equity both fuels and profits from
distress and uncertainty
It is tempting to think of the problem as simply a result of lack of money on
the part of tenants, and of a series of dominoes falling, ending with landlords
who will be hurt by the lack of rent payments. In fact, the image we have of an
individual landlord who owns a small property outright and makes decisions
about how much rent to charge and what repairs to make is outdated and
portrays only a small part of the rental market. Today, there are several kinds
of ownership arrangements, from corporate ownership, to arrangements
that shield individual owners from liability (LLCs), to trusts that pool assets
(REITs). We describe these terms in the sidebar. There is, however, a class of
actors who have both contributed to the uncertainty of the housing market
and stand to reap enormous benefits from its distress: private equity funds.
These investment funds, which have become increasingly important in housing
markets and benefit from generous tax breaks, are standing by, with cash
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reserves of at least $328 billion dollars at the ready to purchase new troubled
real estate. If they actually do so, the consequences for tenants, and our
housing system as a whole, will be disastrous.
How Private Equity Makes Money from Real Estate
Private equity refers to private funds that are not publicly listed and are
exempt from most public reporting. They have made enormous amounts of
money for their investors by financing, buying, restructuring, and then selling
companies. The playbook involves acquiring companies, loading them with
debt, restructuring these companies by stripping jobs, and after squeezing the
company, exiting through sale or public trade and distributing returns to fund
managers and investors.17 Then, once there is no more money to squeeze out,
they cut and run.
In the case of private equity in real estate, capital committed by private and
institutional investors (pension funds, mutual funds, insurance companies,
banks, endowments, etc.) is used to buy up housing properties or mortgages,
either to generate income or to resell for a profit. Private equity in real estate
is often a complex web bringing together private equity funds, corporate
landlords, institutional investors, and traditional banks. The Blackstone Group,
for example, one of the largest investors in real estate in the world today,
makes investments through both its real estate investment trust (REIT)—a
publicly traded company that owns, operates, or finances income producing
properties (apartment buildings, data towers, hotels, warehouses, etc)—and its
private equity arm. Added to the mix are banks such as JP Morgan and Chase
and Goldman Sachs that have their own REITs and will partner with or fund
corporate landlords.18
Corporate landlords typically load the residential portfolios with outsize debt
to seek outsize returns. Institutional investors in private equity may also
leverage their own funds creating, in effect, a house of cards built on credit.
Regardless of returns, private equity corporations stand to profit from the
transaction fees they charge investors: on average, since 2000, investors paid
private equity real estate funds $7.5 billion in fees alone, each year.19 The
exchange of debt offers a key profit point to money managers. Application
fees, appraisal fees, interest rate caps as derivatives, and the future exchange
of servicing rights all provide opportunity for profit from issuing debt.
After 2008, private equity purchased distressed mortgages from banks
and federal housing agencies at steep discounts. Funds such as Lone Star
aggressively moved to foreclose.20 Private equity has also played a greater role
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in directly financing investors, or becoming the lender. Private equity firms
lend to and securitize loans to smaller investors to purchase houses (privatelabel lending) and by securitizing and acquiring non performing loans,
increase insecurity for those mortgage holders.21
Private equity expands into rental markets
In the wake of the Great Recession, private equity firms and other corporate
investors expanded their role in the rental housing market, focusing on
single-family bulk purchases. Investors found a way to profit from those
who had lost their homes by once again gambling on mortgage obligations,
this time through single-family rental securitization. Rent-backed securities
allow property owners to sell bonds backed by the revenue they collect in
rent. Investors adapted to the foreclosure crisis with a new version of the old
scheme: bundling homes and communities into financial portfolios.
The rise of corporate landlords financed by private equity in the single family
market has meant that although property values increased between 2008
and 2016, overall homeownership rates fell to a historic low of 63%.22 As
of 2019, the top ten corporate investors and private equity firms owned a
quarter of a million single family homes,23 totalling approximately $35.6
billion in securitizations.24 Private equity firms didn’t just buy up single family
homes; they have increasingly purchased multifamily dwellings. REITs, as
of 2018, own over 500,000 apartment units, and private equity firms own
approximately a million apartment units.25 The year 2019 also witnessed
record profits and sales by corporate landlords in multifamily dwellings.
The aim of private equity backed corporate landlords of increasing returns
to their investors by squeezing rents out of tenants is inherently at odds with
ensuring that individuals have access to safe and affordable housing. Their
strategies can involve squeezing renters by deferring maintenance, shifting
the cost of utilities as pass-through charges to tenants, and pushing existing
renters out through harassment and legal loopholes. Corporate landlords
backed by private equity funds are associated with rising rents, high rates of
evictions, and a deterioration of housing quality.26,27 In New York City alone,
more than 100,000 units were targeted by this scheme in a strategy that
housing advocate Tom Waters and others have dubbed “predatory equity.”28
The United Nations’ Special Rapporteur on the right to adequate housing
found that private equity investments in the housing market globally has
led to a significant decline in housing for low-income people and increased
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the global financialization of housing.29 Housing has become a product for
quick and high returns for investors, which incentivizes practices that make
it unaffordable or of poor quality for the many.
Real estate investors target communities of color for profit
Several studies have found that, in the years since the 2008 crisis,
corporate real estate investors have been quick to buy distressed and
foreclosed rental properties in Black and brown neighborhoods.30,31 At the
same time, the lower availability of credit for potential homebuyers from
within Black and brown communities and the widening racial wealth gap
mean less opportunity for small-scale and local buyers to compete with
major investment firms.
In New York City, private equity-owned properties that are overleveraged—where debt exceeds net rental income—are also more
concentrated in communities of color, placing residents at greater risk
should their building be foreclosed. Just before the pandemic, in February,
2020, New York City’s Housing Preservation and Development reported
182 rent stabilized multifamily properties on its Speculation Watch List,
properties with low rental incomes relative to their sale price.33 These
properties are at high risk of distress, tenant obligation, and eventual
tenant eviction. Like private equity investments elsewhere, these portfolios
become loaded with debt and the tenants take on the greatest burden of
that debt.
This pattern only deepens housing insecurity and disadvantage in nonwhite communities, as corporate landlords and investment firms squeeze
tenants for profit. Because corporate landlords and private equity investors
are more likely to neglect upkeep,34 to harass tenants, and to pursue
eviction proceedings for late rent,35 they put communities of color at
greater risk for housing insecurity and the harmful side-effects that go
along with it. This is especially worrying in the midst of a pandemic that
disproportionately affects people of color.36 Housing is among the most
important environmental factors that affect individual and public health,37
and housing insecurity only increases these communities’ vulnerability
to COVID-19. On top of the public health crisis, the pandemic’s economic
fallout has hit Black and brown renters hard, with one-quarter of Black
renters and one-fifth of Latinx renters reporting that they were behind on
rent in September.38
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What to expect from private equity
When the COVID-19 downturn began, private equity held an enormous pool of
these investors’ funds for opportunistic investments, totalling $142 billion in “dry
powder” (cash reserves), at the end of 2019, for distressed assets alone.39 As of
May 2020 private equity investors, globally, held $328 billion of cash reserves for
real estate investment.40 At the same time, the CARES Act provides a $170 billion
tax saving subsidy over the next ten years for the richest of real estate investors.41
Private equity made billions off those who lost their homes due to foreclosure
following the last recession,42 and we can expect that the combination of dry
powder and tax incentives will propel private equity to both contribute to and
profit from renters’ distress in this period of multiple crises.
Corporate investors and private equity funds are optimistic about their ability
to capitalize on the ensuing economic crisis, despite current year to date profits
being down.43 A number of key players are amassing large debt or distressed asset
funds, from Brookfield Asset Management’s call to raise a $15 billion distressed
debt fund to Pacific Investment Management Co’s (PIMCO) $3 billion distressed
asset fund to Bain Capital’s call for a $500 million fund for troubled real estate
debt.44,45 At the end of September 2020, the Blackstone Group raised $8 billion
for the largest to date real estate debt fund — the Blackstone Real Estate Debt
Strategies IV.46 The fund will lend to a number of property investors looking to
invest during the pandemic and after. Investors in this fund include a number of
public pension funds from across the US. This has led analysts to note that there
is a glut of funding for real estate distressed assets and debt,47 underlining the
power of these actors to remake the housing market.
Many corporate landlords are also expanding and consolidating the market of
single-family rentals. Brookfield recently acquired one of the largest singlefamily landlords and has raised $300 million dollars to expand their share in the
single-family rental market, while Koch Industries Inc., invested $200 million in
single family rentals in July 2020.48 As the single-family market continues to heat
up, with predictions that demand will remain strong for the next few years, new
construction of multifamily dwellings has dropped by 12% as compared to last
year.49 Multifamily mortgage debt has also grown over the course of the pandemic
by 2% this year (to the second financial quarter) to $1.6 trillion.50
These signs indicate that multifamily dwellings might be a target for the
accumulating dry powder. This may create further strain on the availability of
affordable or low-income apartments, precisely at time when renters desperately
need low-income housing. The avenues for profit making for investors will do little
to alleviate the affordability crisis, and likely create a much starker absence of
affordable housing in the long term as evictions increase in the short term.
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What can we do?
Current approaches to the recent pandemic-induced housing emergency, from
the federal eviction moratorium to federal stimulus packages, do not address the
long-standing problem of unaffordable housing. Rather, the inadequacy of these
policies are likely to exacerbate the housing crisis by providing new opportunities
for private equity and the financial industry to expand and consolidate their
position in the housing market. The CDC eviction moratorium, for example,
requires tenants to agree to pay the full rent due in exchange for eviction
protection. This will increase indebtedness for renters and increase the likelihood
of evictions in the future. For landlords, especially smaller ones, growing financial
distress puts them at risk of being acquired by corporate finance. To stop the
concentration of housing into the hands of a few, profit-seeking actors, we need
a combination of government and community interventions that 1) restrain the
financialization of rental housing and 2) fundamentally challenge the home as a
site of profit extraction in our economy.
At a minimum, we can redirect CARES act money to support renters. In a previous
piece, we argue for the need to cancel rent, while also including financial support
for smaller landlords so that they do not become targets for private equity
and other speculators.51 Funds can also be used for programs to help tenants
or community groups to purchase distressed properties and develop them as
permanently affordable and decommodified housing. These include initiatives
that provide funding mechanisms and first look rights for tenants or community
groups to purchase distressed assets and turn them into affordable or low-income
housing. These tools can be combined with alternative ownership forms like
community land trusts (CLTs) or limited equity cooperatives that create collective
ownership structures that protect the long-term affordability of housing.52 By
establishing mechanisms to ensure that individuals or groups cannot excessively
capitalize on housing, these models preserve housing’s role as a social good, and
retain its central value in providing shelter and security, and not profit.
Already, legislation has been proposed around the country to support such
solutions. Tenant Opportunity to Purchase Act (TOPA) bills have been proposed in
Massachusetts and California legislatures, and New York’s Housing Justice for All
is organizing for TOPA legislation in Albany. Similar programs are being developed
by local governments, as well. Last year, the San Francisco Board of Supervisors
passed an act that gives qualified non-profits the right to first offer and first
refusal on multi-family buildings on sale, and a similar Community Opportunity
to Purchase Act (COPA) has been introduced in New York City. Ultimately, the
federal government also has a role to play in funding and supporting these efforts.
Representative Ilhan Omar has introduced legislation—part of the Rent and
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Mortgage Cancelation Act of 2020 (HR 6515)—that would establish a fund to
help eligible tenant cooperatives, nonprofits, and municipal housing agencies
purchase multifamily properties over the next five years.
Similarly, some contributors to this report have elsewhere proposed a Social
Housing Development Authority,53 a federal institution that would purchase
distressed real estate and upgrade it before transferring it to the social housing
sector. Properties acquired this way would provide permanent and stable
solutions for communities who have control over housing partially outside of
the housing market.
High-quality, well-funded social housing remains one of the most effective
models to ensure safe, affordable housing and to prevent the concentration
of housing in the hands of financial actors. There is little movement at the
federal level to address the lack of funding for social housing in the U.S.
At the same time, there is a growing tenant movement that is demanding
and articulating the need for social housing. From the eviction blockades
spearheaded by autonomous tenant unions that challenge the paradigm of
housing for profit to larger housing organizations calling for social housing,
the call for truly decommidified housing is being led by movements. Without
strong interventions like the SHDA, we risk repeating the mistakes of the
past allowing speculators to profit from the pre-existing affordability crisis in
housing and the growing suffering of communities.
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Sidebar: Who can own real estate?
“Mom & Pop” Landlords: A vague term that gets
used in popular press to mean “small landlords.”
In policy, people often mean those who are sole
proprietor(s) of rental units, who claim their
rental property on their individual taxes, rather
than through an LLC or other holding corporation.
Although “mom and pop” landlords widely refer
to individual investors of any number of units,
these landlords typically own a greater portion
of smaller-sized buildings. Unlike corporate
landlords, “mom and pop” landlords may be held
personally liable for recourse debts depending
on the terms of their mortgage; some “mom and
pop” landlords reside on the premise of the rental
property, such as in a duplex.
Corporate Landlords: A business ownership
structure of real estate assets of any number
of units typically held by a corporation, Limited
Liability Company, Real Estate Investment Trusts
(REIT), or other legal structures.
Commercial Landlords: Owners of rental or lease
property including multifamily residential, retail,
office, and industrial, or hotels, senior housing,
student housing, self-storage and medical offices.
Limited Liability Company: LLCs allow individuals
to separate business assets, such as real estate
holdings, from personal liabilities. LLCs provide
a pass-through to structure member share
profits and tax benefits. Similar entities include
Limited Partnerships (LP) and Limited Liability
Partnerships (LLP)
Private Equity: An alternative assets class often
composed of private funds of funds that are not

publicly listed and are exempt from most public
reporting. Private equity firms and investment
funds make money by financing, buying,
restructuring, and selling companies that can be
leveraged. In the case of real estate, individual
high-net worth and accredited investors or
institutional investors provide capital commitments
drawn upon by private equity funds for property
purchases that comprise a portfolio leveraged for
credit access. Portfolios typically operate under
one LLC, or multiple LLCs.
REIT: Real Estate Investment Trusts are a
shareholder ownership structure of pooled
properties that generate income distributed to the
interest holders.
Institutional Landlords: Also referred to as
corporate landlords, institutional landlords such as
insurance companies, banks, and universities, are
the proprietors of commercial and residential real
estate.
Institutional Investors: Institutional investors
provide equity investment in residential and
commercial real estate holdings and hold the role
of limited partner in real estate portfolio ownership
structures most often managed by an external
assets manager or General Partner. Institutional
investors include insurance companies, banks,
university endowments, sovereign wealth funds,
and pensions. In the U.S. in 2016, public pensions
accounted for 28% of all institutional capital
investments in residential real estate, and along
with private pensions accounted for 42% of all
institutional investments in housing.54
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